NARRATIVE

WORDS

Select a word in column #1 to go with a word in column #2
EXAMPLE: OUTSTANDING MANAGER

B ;t
Co lsummate
E :eptional
Extraordinary
F Iitiess
F emost
G ed
I IeCcable
M >terful
M :chless
o standing
p !t\p.c::

Individual
Officer
Manager
Person
.

Supervisor
Technician
Typist
Worker
(Or. use
Professional title)

High Actions

Column #2

Column #1

Column #2

Column #1

Or

Preeminent
Remarkable
Sterling
Superior
Unbeatable
Unequalled
Unparalleled
Unrivaled
Unsurpassed

,.; .

Deserve

r

Individual
Officer
Manager
Person
Supervisor
Technician
Typist
Worker
(Or, use
Professional title)

High Praise

The following is a list of phrases to get you started in writing awards for you volunteer's
Masterful lOvator
Advanced 1owl edge
Relentless edication
Highly mo ated
Strong initi live
Exacting n ure
Exceeding articulate
Matchless esire
Complete jependable
Unwaiveri dedication
BoundJess bility
Exception results
Ultimate p Fessional
Expert tec lician
Unparalle I success
Steadfast Kiication
Unblemish j record
Strongly m tivated
Great fore ht
Results on lted
Sterling pe ormer
Tireless dedication
Exceeding accurate
Unparallel I credentials
Considera e talent
Praisewort ( accomplishments
Unrelentin effort
Inexhausti e energy
Completel :ompetent
Endless dr e
Exceptiona ability

Intense dedication
Unfailing performance
A self-starter
Boundless energy
Forward thinking
Always volunteers
Dominating force
Exacting work
Enviable performance
Tireless worker
Brilliant future
Success oriented
Relentless dedication
Without equal
Hard changer
Banner performer
Abundant energy
Top professional
Always accurate
Highly respected
Technically advanced
Completely competent
Commands respect
Creatively inclined
High achiever
Outstanding worker
Self sacrificing
Tremendous ability
Prolific performer
Impressive credentials
Tough competitor

Great enthusiasm
No mistakes
Unsurpassed work
Remarkable abilities
Unlimited potential
ValuClbleaccomplishments
Unending contributions
Great initiative
Unequalled ability
Matchless productivity
Thoroughly proficient
Stellar performer
Extremely zealous
Abundantly productive
Impressive individual
Ace technician
Tremendous success
Highly industrious
Exemplary performer
Superior work
Quality performer
Extremely productive
Relentless drive
Flawless performer
Overcomes adversity
Model worker
Uncommon excellence
Competitive spirit
Skillful undertaking
Highly self':motivated
Multi-disciplined individual

-

Unmatched efficiency
Meticulously accurate
Endless energy
Top performer
Irreplaceable performance
Uncommon workmanship
Intense dedication
Always resourceful
Unending energy
Impressive abilities
Insatiable curiosity
Inspires confidence
Exceptional talent
Impressive ability
Significant contributions
Industrious nature
Impressive accomplishments
Unparalleled potential
A take-charge individual
Contributes maximum effort
Astute, quality performer
Resilient and energetic
Always gives 100%
Hurdles over obstacles
Top quality performer
Enormous professional abilities
Displays selfless devotion
Exceeds highest expectations
A well-rounded professional
Forward looking individual
Exhibits technical excellence
Highly industrious individual
Always productively employed
Knows job completely
Exceptionally well organized
A real competitor
Persevering and enduring
Never caught unprepared
Results always impressive
Proficient and industrious
Anticipates problem areas
Contributes to excellence
Meticulous in manner
Intense, eager performer
Great personal industry
Resolute in action
Steadfast, loyal dedication
Unhesitant in action
Resourceful and energetic
Solid professional competence
Highly motivated achiever
Composed under pressure
Versatile and multi-discipline
Stands above others
True team player
Adds extra dimension
A role model
Smooth and flawless
Accustomed to success
A top professional
Enterprising, intense performer
Great technical curiosity

Strong professional pride
Proficient and industrious
Benchmark of excellence
Sets superior example
Overcomes example
A standard bearer
Delivers wholehearted support
In-depth technical knowledge
Thrives on diversity
Decisive in action
Superior to others
.
Gives extra effort
Highest caliber performance
A driving force
Unrelenting work habits
Enjoys stressful situations
Meets diverse challenges
Captures the imagination
Keen technical abilities
Reaches new heights
Decisive, action oriented
Total, complete professional
Springs into action
Exerts total effort
Quick to respond
Promoted new ideas
Comprehensive technical skill
Great self control
Organized and industrious
Always highly motivated
Firm and resolute
Never gives up
Rich technical expertise
Uncommon professional insight
Extremely well organized
Great personal drive
Sustained superior performance
Poised and mature
Sound professional judgement
Maintains highest standards
Seeks challenging assignments
Responsibilities discharged superbly
Consistently outstanding results
Skillfully performs job
Exceptional professional competence
Unusually accurate and effectiVe
Successfully meets any challenge
Reputation for dependable results
Actively seeks additional responsibility
Aggressively tackfes demanding assignments
Performance routinely exceeds standards
Provides whatever assistance required
Intense desire to succeed
Performance always exceeds expectations
Aggressively pursues difficult challenges
Remarkable capability and versatility
Routinely resolves difficult problems
Consistently gives quality performance
Ability to overcome obstacles ..
Seeks additional professional knowledge
Achieves uniformly outstanding 'results
Completely self-reliant and dependable

Unending appetite for self-improvement
Meticulous attention to detail
Longstanding record of creditability
Extremely well rounded individual
Job-aggressive. demonstrates unfailing diligence
Total commitment to job
Enjoys fast-paced work environment
Maintains composure under pressure
Inexhaustible drive and initiatiVe
Competent in any situation
Relentless energy and drive
Ingrained pursuit of excellence
Great initiative and persistence
Confident. composed under pressure
A "take charge" individual
High ambition. High achiever
Creative and decisive nature
Thrives under adverse conditions
Endless zeal and enthusiasm
Responsive in stressful situations
Utmost degree of accuracy
Responsive to all tasking
Always produces quality results
Strong sense of purpose
Reputation for top performance
Impressive motivation and ability
Adapts with uncommon ease
Has pride and self-assurance
Admirable courage of conviction
Unyielding dedication and loyalty
Alert, quick and responsive
Strong desire to excel
Unlimited ability and potential
Achieves uniformly outstanding results
Succeeds despite any adversity
Achieves more than others
Always prepared and ready
Seeks opportunities to grow
Vigorously tackles any assignment
Great strength of character
Eagerly accepts work assignments
Intense dedication and enthusiasm
Extremely energetic and helpful
Longstanding record of credibility
Almost infinite growth potential
Adamantly supports all rules
Always achieves positive results
Complete understanding of specialty
Superlative dedication and self-sacrifice
.
Persevering in all tasking
Promptly executes all jobs
Unselfish devotion to organization
Superior knowledge of job
Keen appreciation of responsibilities
Highly motivated. Enjoy challenge
Acts decisively on own
Remarkable ability to adapt
Achieves highest performance levels
Very quick but thorough
Readily tackles any assignment
Proven performer under pressure
Careful, exacting work practices

Productive worker. overcomes obstacles
Ignites enthusiasm of others
Goal oriented. Stays ahead
Totally committed to excellence
Finds and fixes problems
Work free of mistakes
Acts decisively under pressure
Makes positive things happen
Bright, on the ball
Emerging as premier performer
Totally reliable and dependable
Perceptive and hard working
Proficient in all ventures
Performs at peak intensity'
Makes good things happen
Enthusiastically tackles any assignment
Superlative contributions and achievements
Highly competent and dedicated
Exemplary support of organization
Produces only quality results
Impressive record of accomplishment
SuccesSfully faced all challenges
Superlative contributions and actions
Energetic, highly motivated achiever
Recognizes opportunities to excel
Superior performance routinely displayed
Thrives on important responsibilities
Enjoys maximum effort environment
Intense and highly capable
Accomplishes most difficult tasking
Finest technical skill available
Trains for the unexpected
A true team player
Steadfast performance and dedication
Excels in every endeavor
Epitomizes the highest standards
Great sense of responsibility
Irreplaceable source of knowledge
Skillful and refined workmanship
Unsurpassed devotion to job
Always sets the example
Dedicated to highest standards
Introduces sound new ideas
Delivers with uncommon accuracy
Surmounts problems. Gets results
Intolerant of mediocre performance
Accepts challenges with conviction
Enjoys total job diversity
.
Puts forth unrelenting effort
Highly respected technical specialist
Professional contributions are noteworthy
Carries out demanding responsibilities
Forward-minded, aggressive performance
Uncompromising high work standards
Performance of the highest caliber
Enjoys deep respect of others
Performance regularly exceeds job requirements
Accomplishes tasks in superior fashion
Intense desire for self improvement
Tireless in efforts to excel
Technical qualifications absolutely first rate
Great amount of personal industry

